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Abstract

The objective of this study was to examine the relationship between language
leaming strategies used by Pekanbaru senior high school students based on
situational factors (types of school). The research identified the use of language
iearning strategies by the students of different types of school. The respondents of
thc study were 400 Senior Fligh School students in Pekanbaru. Indonesia.

Quantitative data was collected by using Strategy Inventory for Language
Leaming (SILL) by Oxford (1989). Descriptive and infcrential statistics were
used to analyze the data. A One-Way Anova was used to detennine the
differences of language learning strategies usage based on types of school. This
study was adde<i with qualitatiVe data by inten iewing ten respondents taken trom
sample. 'fhe interview data was presented in the form of the patterns which only
focus on their frequency use of the studcnts' strategies in improving English
language in general, the foru skills of English language as *'ell as vocabulary and
grarnmar. Thc research findings revealed that there is significant dift'erenGs
between gender (l':4. I 8 and Sig.:-042>.05), ethnicity ((F='4.3 l, and
Sig.:.00D.05), parents' incornc (F-3.10 and Sig.:.04>.05), types of school

{F4.76 and Sig.:.03F.05), as well as students' academic streaming (F:2.63 and
Sig.-.034>.05) and the overall mean of language leaming stuategies used (3-15-
mediurn lcvel). 11tc qualitative data gives additional informatisn abour ihc
respondents' strategies to learn English in general and the four skills of English
language as well as vocabulary and grarnrnar. the implication of the shrdy is that
although students are aware of several language leaming strategies, they may need
to be explicitly taught to use them.

Keywords: language learning strategt, and types of school

1. Background.

Ihe language learners with academic background -limited to the senior high

school students- concontrated on two important language leaming targets: a) the

use of English and b) the score in the final national examination (2004 GBPP).



Rofcning to the development of the ability of using the language, the current

ouriculum provides a framework to follow. They have to adopt the genre of the

teit-descriptive, narrative, procedure, explanation, discussion, exposition, review,

news item, etc., before they practice speaking and writing (2006 GBPP). In

addition, they are also required to master the materials offered in the final national

examination (35 items for reading and 15 items for listening). To achieve both

targets, the students employ certain language learning strategies in the classroom,

out of the class, and in the nafional examination.

They commonly follow what the teachers assign them to do, for instance-

underlining the variety of language expression in the text book, finding out the

meaning of certain words (conceptual, structural, and contextual words) in the

dictionary (Nuttall; 1980), and identifring types of questions linked to the written

text. They are also asked to read authentic materials form certain English

newspaper.s (the Jakarta Post,;,The Indonesia Times) and magazines (Hello).

Besides, they are provided a break-through program, usually a few months before

the national examination.

ln other words, ways of leaming English in lndonesia have been explicitly

determined by the suggested approach of teaching from period by period of the

curriculum practices (Tomlinson, i990). For exarnple, the students were asked to

concentrate on correct practice in the classroom even though such kinds of

practices were not acknowledged in workplaces (Prabhu: 1994). Another example

was that the students memorized the meaning of the words in the text book in

order to understand the content of the text and its vocabulary items. This way was

followed by memorizing short dialogues in the text book for the purpose of

speaking activities in the classroom. For the writing activity, the students imitated

a certain model of written text in order to compose his/her own writing. For

listening, the students read the transcription of the spoken text. In addition, the

spoken texts were spelled out more than one time until they understood the ideas

of the text.

*%

Several recent studies have shown that the practices of language learning

strategies have made learning language (including Engtish) more efhcient and

produced a positive effect on leamers' language use (Wenden& Rubin 1987:

o,Malley &chamor 1990: chamot& o'Malley 1994; Oxford 1996; Cohen 1998).

In line with it, the right choice of language leaming strategies leads language

leamers to improve prohciency or overall achievement or in specific language

skill areas (wenden& Rubin 1987; Oxford &crookall 1989; O',Malley &chamot

1990).

2. Research Objective-

The objectives of this studY are to:

i. Identify the level of larrguage learning strategies usage alrlollg Pekanbaru

senior high school students in leaming Engiish language'

2. Determine there is a significant difference between type of school (private &

state schools) and language learning strategies us!'

3. Research Question'

This study is designed to answer the following research questions (RQ): Is

there any significant difference between type of school (private & state schools)

and language learning strategies use?

4. Hypothesis.

There is no significant difference between type of school (state and private

schools) and language leaming strategies use.

5. Language Learning Strategies (LLS)

5.1. Delinition

A very basic element in defining language learning strategies is the concept

of the strategy itself (Chesterheld &Chesterfield 1985)- Based on this, there are

various definitions of language learning strategies formulated by researchers in

irer



relation to English as a second language (L2) or foreign language (FL). The terms

of leaming strategies and learning behaviors can be interchangeably used in this

study (Mohamed Amin Embi 2000). On the other hand, leaming strategies and

leaming techniques may not be used for similar purpose(s) (Stern 1983).

Tarone (1983) based her definition on the context of the use of

communication strategies in which mutual attempt of two interlocutors agree on a

meaning in situations where requisite meaning structures do not seem to be

shared. Then, she differentiates communication strategy from production strategy

in which one linguistic system is used efficiently and clearly. She also makes clear

the distinction between communication strategy and learning strategy by which

developing linguistic and socio-linguistic competence occurred in the target

language. On the other hand, Tarone (1987) ascertains the impossibility of

separating communication strategies and leaming strategies because of the

following reasons: (a) it is difficult to measru'e the individual's purposes whether

it is communication or leaming; (b) the purpose might be both; and (c) even if the

person just wants to cornrflunicate and not to learn, leaming often occurs anyway-

Some researchers use more terms for the word 'strategy" like: (a) steps and

operations (Oxford 1989); and (b) any specific action (Oxford 1990b). On the

other hand, to a certain extent, the same can be said about other researchers

(Ehrman 1989; Nyikos I 989 & 1990; Chamo t lg87 & I 990; Donato&fcCormik

1994; Abdullah Hussein El-Saleh ElOmari 2002).

Rubin (1975) defines language learning strategies as the techniques or

devices that leamers use to acquire second language knowledge. According to

Stern (1975) Language Leaming Strategies are some general order higher

approaches to learning which govern the choice of specific techniques- In

addition, Naimaner.a/ (1978) define Language Learning Strategies as generally

more or less deliberate approaches to learning.Rubin (1987) states that Language

Learning Strategies are set of operation, steps, plans, and routines of what learners

do to facilitate the obtaining, storage, retrieve, and use ofinformation to regulate

learning. Wenden (1987) refers to language learning strategies as behaviors where

ru

learners engage in, and regulate a second language leaming, Chamot (1987)

defrne LLS as techniques, approaches, or deliberate actions that students takC in

order to facilitate the learning and recall of both linguistic and content arCA

information.

6. Factor Affecting Language Learning Strategies

6.1. Situational School Factors.

Indonesian legislation (decree number 20, 2003) states that both the

govemment and society are responsible for managing education. ln Indonesia thC

school system consist of state schools and private schools. The state schools are

fully funded by the governments (central goverrunent and local govemment). The

revised constitution of Indonesia states that the governments should allocale 20Yo

the budget for education. The budgets for the private schools come from

foundations, parents, certain, stakeholders, their businesses, and government

subsidy.

In most situations, private schools in town cffer better education. They can

pay high qualified and competent teachers. Besides, the schools can also provide

comfortable classrooms, libraries, ofhces, laboratories, and other support

facilities. tn addition, the schools cooperate with other schools in other torYns or

in other countries. The rich parents from various ethnic and social backgrounds

send their children to these schools, even though they have to pay higher tuition

fees compared to state schools. Gardner and Maclntyre (1993) support the theory

of language leaming strategies in relation to situational variables. They found that

characteristics of language learners, siruational variables, and type of leaming

strategies interact in complicated way to influence proficiency in a second

language.
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Descriptive statistics was used in order to get the central tendency (mean,

median, and mede) (John W. Cresswell: 2005) of the response of the respondents

in using the category of language leaming strategies (memory strategies, cognitive

strategies, compensation strategies, metacognitive strategies, affective strategies,

and social strategies).

The mean score of the respondents' level of each language leaming strategics

was calculated and this mean score indicated the respondents' overall self'report

on their own level of strategy used. In order to interpret the mean score, this study

refers to interpretation of Likert scale in SILL by Oxfords (1989).

The students' mean score of each item and construct were collapsed int6 tluee

new groups, as seen in Table 4.6. Mean score within 1.00 to 2.4 is categorized as

low level in language leaming strategies, and mean score within 2.5 to 3.4 falls

under the medium level. If the mean score falls within 3.5 to 5.0, the level Of

leaming strategies is high. 
;

8.1.3. The Use of Inferential Statistic Analysis

Inferential statistics was used to investigate the phenomenon of relationShipS

and differences :rmong different characteristics of the sample. The inferential

statistics analysis used in this study includes One-Way ANOVA.

The Use of One Way ANOVA

ANOVA was used to test hlpothesis 2and hypothesis 5 in comparing thc

differences among three or more independent variables on a single variable in

each hypothesis (see the earlier research design). The altemative hypothesis is

accepted (see 1.5 in Chapter One) if the calculated value is smaller than tablc

value with the level of significance p <-05 (Ferguson: 1976 & Gall et'al:2003'),

8.1.4. Analysis of Qualitative Data

The 10 students as purposive sampling were interviewed about the ways they

leam English in general and language skills (listening, speaking, reading, writin3'

structure and vocabulary). Most of the given responses were in English languagO'

7. Research Instrument.

T.L Research Instrument for Quantitative Data

Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL) (Oxford, 1989) is used

to collect the data of how respondents learn English at Pekanbaru senior high

schools.

7.2. Research Instrument for Qualitative Data

Interview is done in order to get additional information on how selected

respondents (10 respondents) leam English in general and individual skills of

English.

8. Analysis of Data

8.1. Analysis of Quantitative Data

To analyze the collected data, several procedtres were followeci. First of

all, scoring the response of the respondents in the given questioruraires. In order to

determine the level of the language leaming strategies by the respondents,

descriptive statistics was applied. lnferential statistics was used e.g., One-Way

ANOVA, to determine the difference use of language learning strategies by types

ofschool factor.

8.1.1. Scoring the Response of the Respondents in the Given Questionnaire

The questionnaire used is Strategy Inventory for Language Leaming

(S[L). The SILL produced by Oxford (1990). Each statement has five choices :

1. Never or almost never tnre of me; 2. Generally not true of me; 3. Somewhat

true of me; 4. Generally true of me; and 5. Always or almost always true of me'

The answers of the respondents were scored as the following. Choice 1 is scored

1,2is2,3 is 3,4 is 4, and 5 is 5. The SILL consists of 6 parts with 50 statements'

8.1.2. The Use of Descriptive Statistics Analysis
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9.

and some ofihem were in Bahasa Indonesia. The responses were written down in

space below the question.

" Steps of Qualitative Analysis

The findings were saliently used to support the quantitative data. The analysis

investigated indicators related to language strategies used by the students. In

general, the steps of analysis taken were referred to Miles &Huberman (2004:9).

They stated that qualitative analytic practices and techniques follow the steps

beloq affixing codes, noting reflections or other remarks, sorting and shifting

...to identifu similar phrases, relationships between variables, pattems, themes,

distinct differences between subgroups and common sequences, isolating these

patterns and processes, commonalities and differences, elaborating a small set of

generalizations, and confronting those generalization (Miles &Huberman, 2004).

The process of data interpretation was interactive and involved data

reduction, examination and conclusion verification by: looking for comments that

described the ways language skills were acquired, looking for comments that

indicated strategies of language learning, looking for new strategies that might not

beile included in this study.

Respondents' Pro{iles

Table 1 Distribution of Respondents by Type of School Background
No Typeofschool Frequency Percentage

State School
Private School
Total r00.0

Table 1 shows the distribution of respondents by the types of schools. The

respondents are equally distributed,200 students from state schools and 200

students from private schools.

10. QUANTITATIYE DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

10.T. DBSCRIPTIVE FINDINGS

Tabte 2. Distribution of Respondents by Types of School.

No Type ofschool Frequency Percentage
1. State School 200 50.0

2- Private School 200 50.0

Total 100.0

Table 3 shows the result of One Way ANOVA between state and private

schools toward dependent variables memory, cognitive, compensation, meta'

cognitive, affective, sccial and overall language learning strategies. The findings

show that there is no significant difference between state school and private

school students in Memory (F:.041, sig.-.33rr.Or), Cognitive (F=2.589'

sig.:.1gtr-at), Compensation (F:1.438, sig.=.23rr.Ot), Metacognitive (["-.534'

sig.=.46tr.Or) and Affective (F:.010, sig.=.g1rr.Ur) strategies. However. there

is a significant different between'state school and private school in using social

strategies (F:4.321, Sie.:.03t..0t, utO overall language leaming strategies

(F4.763, sig.: .030 <.05). Students at private school yielded higher mean scorc

for social strategies and overall language leaming strategies than students at state

schools. Thus, Ho4 is re-iected.

Table 3
Dependent Group
Variable

I\{ea
n

Source Sum of DF
Squares

Mean F
Squar
e

sig.
l.
2.

200
200

50.0
50.0

of
School

Memory State

Private
Total

Cognitive State

Private
Total

Compensatio State

3.04 Between
Groups

3.03 Within Groups
3.04 Total

3.15 Between
Groups

3.19 Within Groups
3.17 Total

3.12 Between

.003 .041 .839.003

24.220
24.222

.152

23.298
23.450

.t4t

398 .061

399

398
399

.t52 2.s8 .108

.059
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Groups
Private 3.15 Within Groups 38.927 398 .098
Total 3.13 Total 39.068 399

Meia- State 3.18 Berween .038 I .038 .534 .465
Groups

Cognitive Private 3.20 Within Groups 2&.tg7 398 .071
Total 3.19 Total 28.225 399

Affective State 3.12 Berween .001 I .001 .010 .919
Groups

Private 3.13 Within Groups 42.906 399 .l0g
Total 3.13 Total 42.907 399

Social State 3.22 Between .467 I .467 4.32 .03g
Groups

Private 3.29 Wirhin Groups 43.005 39g .l0g
Totat 3.25 Total 43.472 399

Overall LLS State 3.14 Between .071 I .071 4.76 .030
. Groups

Private 3.17 'Within Groups 5.912 39g .015
Total 3.15 Total 5.983 399

11. Qualitative Data Analysis and Findings

Table 4 strategies used by the respondents to improve listening skill based or types

of school-

Private School Students State School Students

No
Strateg

ies
used

R
6

R
7

R
9

RI
0

F No Strategies used
R
I

R
2

R
3

R
4

R
5

R
8

F

I Focusin
gon
listenin
g ideas
of
listenin
s text

3 5 2 4 t4 I Focusing on
listening ideas of
listening text

I I 2

2 Concen 2 I I J 7 2 Doins exercise at 1 I

trating
to the
spoken
text

home

) Restati
ng the
stateme
nt

,,
l Writing them in a

piece ofpaper
I I

4 Doing
nothing

Prepari
ng
some
pens
and
pencil
oerhaos

I I 4 Answering the
question related
to the information

I I

5 Locatin
g the

wrb
urla
obiect

I I 5 Giving suggestion
and critics

I I

6 Using
my
own
words

I 6 Concentrating to
the spoken text

J 3 4 4 5 2 t
I

7 Underst
anding
their
body
languag
e and
sesture

1 7 Relaxing mind by
listening music,
trying to relax

1 I 2

8 Writing
down
things
needed
(summ
ary and
evidenc
e)

I 8 Asking anything
to friends in
English

I I

Total 28 9 Trying to listen
Enslish music

t I
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Averig 7
e

l0 Relating words
with available
ootions-

I I

ll Explaining and
developing into a
good sentence

I I

t2 Restating words
in my own
statement based
on my logical
oercention

I I

l3 Taking a note
from the lecturer

I

Total 3

Average 5.
8

voice of man or woman, imitating the action of a speaker - especially in

conversation - and following the plot of the story.

In addition, the average number of strategies practiced by state school

students is only 5.8 while the private school students is 7. It means the private

school students used more strategies than the state school students did.

K.l Strategies used by the respondents to improve speaking skill based on

types ofschool

Table 5 shows the detail strategies used by the respondents to improve speaking

skill based on types ofschool.

Table 5 Strategies used by the respondents to improve speaking skill based

on types ofschool

Table 4 shows that there are several strategies used by the private school

students and state school studenti to improve listening skill based on types of

school. First of all, both groups of students choose a similar sense of strategies as

the highest frequency among all strategies that is the strategy of focusing on

listening ideas of listening text. At the same time, the state school students used

another strategy as the same height as the earlier strategy that is the strategy of
concentrating to the spoken text. For example Rl says "I listen carefully what the

speaker say", R4 says "I am serious to listen to the speakerr', R2 says "I hear the

two speakers talking about and make conclusion, R3 says .'I prepare and listen to

the speaker", R4 says "I am serious to listen to the speaker", R5 says "I?ll listen

carefully and repeatedly'', R6 says "I concentrate and understand the

conversation", R7 says "I'll follow and the speech, if the topic not so important

for me", R8 says "I will try to catch the point what the speakers are talking

about", R9 says "I listen carefully, understand their body language and gesture",

and RlO says "l listen and find any words that will help me to understand the

information". Both group of students put prior on getting ideas from the spoken

text. This strategy is supported by related strategies like paying attention to the

515 516

Private School Students State School Students

N
o

Strategi
es used

R
6

R
7

R
9

RI
rQ F

N
o

Strategi
es used

R
I

R
2

R
3

R
4

R
5

R
8

F

I Finding
interesti
ng ideas
to
explain
in class

I 2 2 6 I Finding
interesti
ng ideas
to
explain
in class

I I

2 Practicin
oE
Speakin
ob
wheneve
r
oossible

I 3 2 Trying
to do
that as I
can

I I 2

3 Preparin
oo
vocabul
ary as

many as
possible
to sneak

1 1 2 4 3 Feeling
nervous
is one of
my
problem
in
Enslish

1 I

Total I
3

4 Preparin
s

2 3 2 1 8

_ 
-- 

t
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Table 5 presents several valuable data for both group of students (the

private school students and the state school students) to improve the speaking

skill based on types ofschool. The private school students choose the strategy of

hnding interesting ideas to explain in class as the highest frequency while the statc

school students use the preparing vocabulary as many as possible to speak. For

example, R2 says "I will prepare any vocabulary to speak", R3 says "I will

prepare a lot ofvocabulary items and practice in speaking", R4 says "I prepare a

lot of vocabulary items", In addition, both group of students use a similar sense

of strategies as second priority to improve the speaking skill. The strategies are

practicing speaking whenever possible and speaking English with friends. For

example, R7 says..I'll practice my English by making a conversation with friends,

and R9 say "I'll speak without any hesitation".

Most of the students from both two groups put prior on the understanding

the meaning of vocabulary - items before they do speaking activity' The

underslanding of certain new'vocabulary items will be the basis for various

purposes like expressing ideas in English to other speaker, getting involved in

conversation, and using English expression whenever possible'

In term of the average number of strategies used, the state school students

used 3.2 strategies while the private school students used 3.3 strategies. It means

the private school students used more strategies than the state school students did.

K.2 Strategies used by the respondents to improve reading skill based on

types ofschool

Table 6 shows the detail strategies used by the respondents to improve reading

skill based on types of school.

Table 6 Strategies used by the respondents to improve reading skill based on

fypes of school

Answeri
ng the
question
that I
know

Leamin
g about
topic
and
trying to
understa
nd it
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Table 6 shows several strategies used by the private school students and

the state school students to improve the reading skill. Both groups of studentr

choose similar strategies as the highest frequency that is reading aspects of th6

text. For example, R2 says "I'11 prepare any vocabulary and I'[ prepaxe my

knowledge about the topic", R3 says "I',ll prepare a lot of vocabulary items and

practice them in speaking", R4 says "I'll prepare a lot of vocabulary items", R7

says "I'll prepare the material ofthe topic", and RlO says "I have to prepare any

vocabulary that related to the topic. In addition to the highest usage of the

strategies, both groups ofthe students also practiced a similar sense of strategieS

as one ofthe least frequency use ofthe strategies. The strategies are studying and

learning the lesson (by the private school students) and focusing mind for the test

(by the state school students). For example, R5 says "I prepare the topic material

and deliver it", R7 says "I'li prepare the material of the topic", R9 says "l prepare

things I should say and shouldn't say", and RlO says "I have to prepare any

vocabuiary that related to the tdpic".

Most students from both two groups emphasized on the understanding of

vocabulary items as the starting point. By acknowledging certain anrount of

vocabulary items, the students begin to read the test and search related ideas to the

questions. The un,lerstanding of reading ideas is used to do speaking or writing

activity.

In term of the average number of strategies employed, the state school

students used 2.8 strategies while the private school students used 3 strategies. It

means the private school students used more strategies than compared to the

private school students did.

K3 Strategies used by the respondents to improve writing skill based on

types ofschool

Table 7 shows the detail strategies used by the respondents to improve writing

skill based on types ofschool.

Private School Students State School Students

N
o

Strategi
es used

R
6

R
7

R9
R
I
0

F
N
o

Strategies
used

R
I

R
2

R
3

R
4

R
5

R
8

F

Reading
aspects
of the
text

I I 2 J 7 1 Focusing
mind for
the test

1 I

2 Practicin
gat
home

I 2 Mastering
kinds of
ideas of
the text

I I 4

3 Asking
friends

I J Reading
aspects of
the text

l^ I 2 7

4 Answeri
ng the
ouestion

t 4 Preparing
the text

I

5 Studyin
g and
leaming
the
lesson

I I 5 Doing
exercise

I

6 Relocati
ng the
answers
with the
text

I 6 Tryingto
understan
d what the
topic

I

Total I
)

7 Relaxing
mind

I I

Average 3 8 Trying to
practice
and
leaming
more
vocabular
y items

I

Total L7

Averase 2.8
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Table 7 Stratggies used by the respondents to improve writing ski[ based on

types ofschool

Table 7 shows the strategies used by the private school students and the

state school student to improve the writing skill. Both groups of students did not

use similar strategies as the highest frequency among the used strategies. The

shategies are doing writing procedurally (by the private school students) and

developing ideas to write (by the state Sbhool students). For instance, Rl says

"after I develop an idea I try to speak and write it as many as possible", R2 says "I
will search a problem to write". R3 says "l write what it is known", R4 says "l
find an interesting topic", R5 says "I'll make a bubble network and choose an

interesting topic and I'll f,rnd the fact or main idea of a text and compose it

sentences", and R7 says "I'll imagine the object and develop the object". In

addition, the two groups of students choose similar strategies (making bubble

nefwork) as their second prior strategies. For example. R5 says "I'11 make a

bubble network and choose an interesting topic and I'll find the fact or main idea

of a text and compose it sentences".

Most students from two groups put enrphasis on "what they have known"

to write. It is commonly followed by making outline of a composition in order to

develop the ideas. In addition, the students also add the ideas by collecting certain

related data to support their knowledge about the topic.

In term ofthe average number ofstrategies used, the state school students

used 5.5 strategies while the private school students practiced 5 strategies. It

means the state school students used more strategies than the private school

students did.

K.4 Strategies used by the respondents to improve vocabulary based on types

of school

Table 8 shows the detail strategies used by the respondents to improve vocabulary

based on types ofschool.

Table 8 Strategies used by the respondents to improve vocabulary based on

types of school.

Private School Students State School Students

N
o

Strateg
ies

used

R
6

R
7

R
9

RI
0

F
N
o

Strategie
s used

R
I

R
2

R
3

R
4

R
5

R
8 F

I Doing
writing
procedu
rallv

6 5 3 J t7 Developi
ng ideas
to write

5 2 4 5 5 3 24

2 Making
bubble
networ
k

I J trying to
speak and
writing it

I I

., Enjoyin
g doing
writing

I 4 Searchin
g any
books
and
informati
on related
to the
topic

t

4 Imagini
ng
things

I 5 Doing
Writing
procedur
allv

1 I 1 I 4

Total 20 6 Making
bubble
network

,l I 2

Averag
e

5 7 Finding
the
conclusio
n

I I

Total 33
Averase 5.5

Private School Students State School Students

N
o

Strategie
s used

R
6

R
7

R9
RI
0

F No Strategie
s used

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R8 F

I Usins 2 4 I 2 9 Usins ., J 3 2 J 2 l6
s22
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Table 8 shows the there are several strategies used by the private school

students and the state school students to improve vocabulary items. Both groups

of students used similar strategy that is using vocabulary in various language

activities as the highest frequency use of strategies. For the second priority, each

group ofstudents used two strategies. The strategies are enriching the vocabulary

items (by the private school students) and reading various English sources (by the

state school students). Both groups of students regarded that knowing a lot of

vocabulary items is the main target to improve the vocabulary in order to use them

in related language skills such as listening, speaking, reading, writing and

structure. In other words, the students focus on how to add the number of

vocabulary instead of acknowledging kinds of meanings on the vocabulary like

lexical meaning, conceptual meaning, structural meaning, contextual meaning,

and pragmatic meaning-

In term of the average number of strategies practice, the state school

students used 4.7 strategies while the private school students used only 4.5

strategies. It means the state school students used more strategies than the private

school students did.

IC5 Strategies used by the respondents to improve grammar based on types

ofschool

Table 9 shows the detail strategies used by the respondents to improve grammar

based on types ofschool

Making a
sentence
by using
new
vocabular
yin
sentences

Leaming
new
vocabula

ry items
from
various
sources
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Table 9 Strategies used by the respondents to improve grammar based on

types of school.

Table 9 presents strategies used by the private school students and the

state school students to improve gftunmar. Both groups of students did not use

similar strategies as the highest strategies. The strategies are correcting mistakes

(by the private school students) and leaming structure through understanding the

rule of language'(by the state school students). For example, Rl says..I,ll do that

after I think if I understood the rule of the language, it can be easy to leam
526

Ptivate School Students State School Students

N
o

Strategi
es used

R2 R4
R
6

R
9

R1
0

F N
o

Strategie
s used

R
I R3

R
5

R
7

R8 F

Making
English
sentence

I ", I Leaming
strucfure
through
understan
ding the
rule of
lansuage

2 J J 4 I
2

2 Reading
a book,
reading
the
sentence
s

) 2 Answerin
g the test
based on
my
knowledg
e

I

J Using a
book

I I 3 Trying to
understan
d what
the text is
talking
about in
order to
be easy
to answer
the
questions

I

4 Making
English
sentence
with
English
rules

I I 4 Making
English
sentence
with
English
rules

I

5 Correcti
ng
mistakes

., J J 4 I I
4

5 Studying
seriously
in order
to be

master in

I I

writing
sentences

6 Tryinp
to "..
explain
my
knowled
ge to
others

I 1 6 Working
with
English
rules

I

7 Enjoyin
g doing
them

7 Explainin
gmy
experienc
eto
others

I I

8 Using
the
pattems
of
Enslish

2 ) 8 Correctin
c
b

mistakes

I I 5

9 Chocsin
g the
best

answers
that
most
related
to the
question
s

I I 9 Firstly,
looking
for the
mistakes,
irying to
find the
mistake

I I 2

I
0

Using
my
feelins

1 I Total 2
5

Total 2
6

Average J

Average 5.
2
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English", R2 says "I'll make an English sentence", R3 says "I correct the

mistakes in sentence", R4 says "I correct the mistake in sentence',, R5 says

-"firstly, 
I look for mistakes and then correct the mistakes as good as I can',, R6

says "I'll try to find the mistakes and correct them", R7 says "I'll try to find the

mistakEi'and correct them", R8 says "If I know the right answer, I,ll correct the

mistakes", R9 says "I follow the rules I know", and RlO says "I follow the rules I
know and use my feeling". As the second priority of using the strategies, both

groups of students did not use the same strategies as the second prior strategies,

either. The private school sfudents used three different strategies such as making

English sentence, reading a book, and using the patterns ofEnglish. on the other

hand, the state school students used one strategy that is correcting mistakes.

Based on the priority use of the strategies, most of students from both

groups regard that understanding rules of the language as the basic elernent to

improve grarnmar. Doing exercise to correct the mistakes is one of activities to
get further understanding of sehtence construction.

In term of the average number of strategies employed, the state school

students used 5 strategies while the private school students used 4.8 strategies. It
means the state school students used more strategies than the private school

students did.

In short, the strategies used by the respondents to improve the four skills

of English language as well as vocabulary and grammar include focusing on

listening ideas of listening text, concentrating to the spoken tex! finding

interesting ideas to explain in class, preparing vocabulary as many as possible to

speak, reading aspects ofthe tex! usiag vocabulary in various language activities,

using the pattems of English, and learning structure through understanding the

rule of language.

12. The Implication of the Finding

The implication of the finding is as follows. At least, there fwo major

findings which have two implications. First is about the average use of SILL in
medium level. If the students really have deep insights of all items, they are

possible 
\enhamce 

the practices of each item, so that, they can increase the score

of using SILL to high level. Next is that the students from academic background

use certain strategies to leam English language in general and individual skills of

English. They still highlight some elements like the mastery, structure mles, and

ideas of the text as crucial factors to own. Based on the facts, the English teachers

should equip them with such amount of knowledge which directly enhance them

in order they are able to learn those language skills efficiently. In addition, the

students among five group of academic should have a cooperative activities by

which they are possible to work together to solve the problems of learning

English.

Suggestions for Further Study.

Factors affecting language leaming strategies in this study are limited to

types ofschool. Therefore, other related or dominant factors in Indonesian context

such as gender. parents' inpome, ethnicity, academic streaming, successful

learners, less successful learners, and gifted children should also be investigated in

the near future. The successful leamers can be found in a certain old age school,

qualified senior high school and selected funded school. The leamers are grouped

in accelerated classes by which the leamers are possible to shorten the terms of

learning through enriching and deepening leaming materials including English

language. The less successful leamers are mostly found in new age schools, less

qualified school and at out ofskirt area ofPekanbaru and other cities in Indonesia.

The students should be equipped with sufficient number of learning materials, full

guidance from teachers and tightly controlled by parents and school committee as

well. The gifted children is found in very rare condition and type of school in

Pekanbaru senior high schools and in schools ofcities in lndonesia.
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